Shell Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)

**BENEFIT FROM A MORE EFFICIENT FUEL SUPPLY**

What you need, when you need it
Shell Vendor Managed Inventory is an automated programme for management of your fuel and heating fuel supply. It utilises tank telemetry to retrieve data from online tank monitoring systems. It uses the data to forecast your future usage and automatically create orders and deliveries – what you need, when you need it.

**OUR SERVICES**
- Installation and maintenance of tank sensors
- Management of your fuel and heating fuel supply

**ADVANTAGES**
**Shell’s VMI Solution**
- Automates your inventory management
- Helps provide continuous product availability
- Helps prevent overfilling of tanks

**VMI reduces**
- Manual effort of inventory management
- Need to consider ordering deadlines
- Run-out risk

**OUR SOLUTION**
1. Continuous measurement of tank levels based on tank telemetry.
2. Regular transmission of data to the Shell VMI system.
3. Calculation of order volume and order scheduling based on historical usage patterns and automated ordering.
4. Automated scheduled delivery of orders.

**Shell VMI can help you maximise your fuel supply efficiency by:**
- Saving time and effort
- Reducing run-out risk

**WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?**
- Call your Shell contact
- Call Shell Commercial Fuels
  Tel.:
  E-mail: